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ABSTRACT
Gelatinous-based materials show promising uses in various fields such as tissue
engineering and bioengineering. However, important structural characteristics such as
natural frequencies and mode shapes of hydrogels and hydrogel-based objects are
difficult to measure with conventional contact or non-contact-based techniques such as
accelerometers and laser vibrometers. Solutions have been made by others using 3D laser
imaging, x-ray imaging and ultrasound, but these are often expensive and have
challenges in scenarios such as with translucent and small gelatinous objects. The goal
of this research is to advance the state-of-the-art of characterizing structural properties
of gelatinous materials by using vision based vibrometry. The technique uses video
captured of the vibrating structure by a high-speed camera. Phase-based motion
magnification is then used to selectively magnify the mode shapes of the object at the
modal frequencies. This method is non-contact based and allows the mode shapes of the
structure to be observed while eliminating the challenges that exist with conventional
methods such as the cost and difficulty with measuring small and translucent objects.
The numerical and experimental results illustrate promising potential for enhancing
various fields including tissue engineering and bioengineering.
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Introduction
Hydrogels and other gelatinous based materials have seen an increase use and
application in various fields[1]. As an example, the bio-manufacturing and tissue
engineering sectors extensively use hydrogels and gelatinous type materials in the creating
of tissues and organs [2] either through bio 3d printing process or other bio fabrication
techniques [3].
Due to its importance, the structural properties of hydrogel and gelatinous based
material need to be understood for various testing purposes as well as soundness. Dynamic
characteristics such as natural frequencies and modes shapes are essential properties that
need to be characterized. However, measuring the mode shapes and natural frequencies of
gelatinous-based materials or hydrogels are challenging due to various factors and
properties such as the hyper-elastic “jiggly” nature [4].
Conventional techniques exist for measuring modal properties but while they have
their best suited applications, there are significant challenges when used with hydrogels.
As such a method that eliminates these drawbacks needs to be developed to help in the
advancement of gelatinous based structural characterization.

Fig 1. A 3d printed heart
[Source: Advanced Science. © 2019]
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Background
The conventional methods generally used for modal characterization of structures
can be divided into two broad groups: Contact methods and Non-contact methods.
Contact Methods
In

contact

methods,

the

sensors

or

measurement devices used is in direct physical contact
with the object being measured. For examples, strain
gauges and accelerometers. These are challenging for
gelatinous structural measurement for various reasons
some of which are: mass loading effect, repeatability
challenges and destructive testing.
Mass

loading:

Contact

methods

Fig 2. A strain gauge and accelerometer
[Source: PCB electronics]

such

as

accelerometers add mass to the object. This is especially significant with gelatinous based
objects because they are generally small and relatively low density. As a result, the added
mass changes the vibrational properties of the object significantly.
Repeatability: The measurements gotten from contact methods is dependent on how the
sensor is attached unto the surface. As such, reliable measurements cannot be obtained
from contact methods which is not ideal for gelatinous structural testing.
Destructive: Contact methods require physical attachment to the structure being measure
and as such removal of the sensor can destroy a hydrogel or gelatinous-based structure
either due to the nature of the hydrogels or the bonding type used for attachment.
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Non-Contact Methods
Non-contact methods are those which do not
require the sensor or measuring device to be in direct
physical contact with the object being measured.
Phenomena such as light, X-rays and sound are used
instead. Examples of non-contact methods are laser
vibrometers and CT scanners.

Fig 3: A laser vibrometer
Source: Panasonic.com

Most of the challenges presented by contact methods are solved by non-contact
methods. However, the conventional non-contact methods such as laser vibrometers and
CT have their drawbacks when used with hydrogels or other gelatinous structures. With
typical laser vibrometers, only a single point is measured, and thus overall frequencies of
the object is not captured. A 3d array of lasers could be used to get the overall frequencies,
however this is impractical for small objects and is expensive. CT scan uses X-rays which
could damage certain hydrogels used in biomedical applications. It is also a potential
radiation source and is generally expensive.
Problem Statement
Measuring hydrogels through contact methods is difficult due to various factors
such as their hyper-elastic ‘jiggly’ nature. Conventional non-contact methods have their
best-suited applications, but these are generally expensive and have their challenges which
makes them not ideal for certain gelatinous structures. As such, a non-contact method
without the previously mentioned challenges needs to be developed.
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Novel Idea: Video-Based Vibrometry
The goal of this research project is to advance the state-of-the-art method of
characterizing the structural properties of gelatinous materials. The new method needs to
be non-contact to avoid the mass loading and repeatability issues encountered with contact
methods. However, it needs to solve the issues presented by conventional non-contact
methods when used with hydrogels or other gelatinous materials. The new idea to
accomplish this goal uses video from a high-speed video camera to determine modal
information of gelatinous structures.

Video-Based Vibrometry
Objects experience some form of vibrational motion when mechanically excited by
an excitation source. The vibrational characteristics exhibited by the structure is dependent
on factors such as the objects shape, stiffness, and other physical properties. As such, the
vibrational property of an object is related to the structural integrity. Video captures the
motions of an object and vibration is analogous to motion. Thus, the structural properties
of an object can theoretically be obtained from video of a vibrating object.
The novel idea uses phase-based motion magnification technique to analyze the
modal properties of gelatinous materials from video data. In this method, corresponding
pixel information of an object in the video is tracked across various frames. Using change
of various corresponding pixels’ location with time, the motion of the object can be
determined. The objects motion is then analyzed, and modal frequency information
obtained. Using phase-based video motion processing, the modal information is selectively
amplify using the determined frequencies.
6

Literature Review
The structural integrity of hydrogel objects was analyzed by Bohan Wang et al

[5]

by

characterizing hydrogel and PDMS samples. Properties such as the young’s modulus and
viscous damping characteristics were determined. This supports that structural properties
can be determined from hydrogels based on the vibration.
In Contactless Vibrational Analysis of Transparent Hydrogel Structures Using LaserDoppler Vibrometry Shwartz S. et al

[6]

was able to perform contactless vibration on

transparent hydrogel discs using a near-infrared (NIR) scanning LDV. This method was
successfully able to characterize the hydrogels solving the difficulties normal laser
experience with transparent hydrogels. We use a novel approach for contactless vibrational
analysis by using video and implementing phase-based video motion processing.
The methods developed in Phase-Based Video Motion Processing by Wadaha Net al,[7]
is used in this project for modal analysis. They successfully amplify motion of various
objects such as the swaying of a tree in wind at different frequencies. This method is used
in our project to selectively magnify mode shapes of the studied hydrogels.

Figure 4. Overview of Phase-Based Motion Magnification Method
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Methodology
Overview
The experiment was conducted by having an excited object recorded using a high-speed
video camera (Chronos 1.4, Krontech). The video was captured at 1,000 frames per second.
A light source was used to provide sufficient lighting for the camera. Two forms of
excitation were used, sound pressure from a speaker as well as a gentle tap on the surface
the object was resting on. A laser displacement vibrometer (ILD-1420, microepsilon) was
also used to acquire vibration signals at a sampling rate of 2,000 Hz.

Figure 5. Experimental Setup for Video-Based Vibrometry

Once the video was captured it was then processed in MATLAB to get the
frequency response. Modal analysis was performed by selectively magnifying the modal
frequencies to get mode shapes.

Figure 6. Summary of experimental methods
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Validation of Video-Based Vibrometry
The modal information of a cantilever beams is well understood and can easily be
calculated using math or experimentally determined using a laser vibrometer. As such, a
cantilever beam was used to validate the proposed method. An 8 in x 0.5in x 0.25 in
cantilever beam was excited and measured using a laser displacement sensor and the
proposed video method simultaneously. The video and laser were processed and the results
from both methods were compared against each other.

Figure 7. Setup of Cantilever Beam with Laser (high speed camera in background)

Vibrometry of Gelatinous Material
After validation of the video method was complete, the method was used to
measure the modal characteristics of a gelatinous
object. For this experiment the gelatinous object
used for measurement was Jell-O deserts. This was
perfect for the experiment because Jell-O is
gelatinous based and can be easily molded into
desired shapes for finite element modal analysis.

Fig 8. Close up of 1-inch Jell-O cube
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The shape used in this experiment was a 1-inch cube design which the Jell-O was molded
into. The Jell O cube was excited by tapping the surface it rested on. Its motion was then
simultaneously measured using the laser vibrometer and the high-speed video camera.
Modal Analysis
The captured video of the Jell-O was processed in MATLAB using the phase-based
video motion processing method. By selectively magnifying frequencies, the modal
information of the Jell-O cube was determined.
Numerical Investigations / Simulation Methods
Finite Element Analysis was performed using ANSYS. The geometry was designed
to replicate the Jell-O cube and was thus a unit inch cube. The material properties of the
cube were changed to match the experimental model as close as possible. Using Modal
Analysis of ANSYS the mathematical frequencies were determined as well as a simulation
of the mode shape at those frequencies.

Geometry
Design

Material
Update

Modal
Analysis

Fig 9. Overview of Simulation methods
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Experimental Results
Validation of Video-Based Method
The 8 in x 0.5in x 0.25 in cantilever beam was excited by gently tapping the tip and
measured the motion using a laser displacement sensor and the proposed video method
simultaneously. The results of the frequency analysis were compared and are displayed in
the figure below.

Fig 10. Frequency Response Comparison of Laser and Video for Cantilever Beam

As seen in figure above, the frequency response from the video matched that of the laser.
The natural frequency obtained from the video-based method was 40.6 Hz which is the
same as that of the laser vibrometer. The results validate the proposed video method.
Vibrometry of Gelatinous Material
With the method validated it was used for measuring a gelatinous material (Jell-O).
The excited Jell-O was measured with both the video camera and laser vibrometer. The
results of the frequency analysis are shown in the figure below.
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Fig 11. Comparison of Laser and Video Frequency response
The natural frequency gotten from the video was 7.03 Hz while that of the laser was
7.69 Hz. In the previous validation, it was shown that the results of the video-based method
and laser method values is the same. However, the values are different by about 9% for
the Jell-O method. The reason for this disparity was hypothesized to be the translucent
nature of the Jell-O making the laser measurement inaccurate.
To test this hypothesis, a tiny piece of paper was placed on the Jell-O cube to create an
opaque point that the laser could bounce off more accurately. The process was repeated
with this opaque point and the results can be seen in figure 11 below.
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Fig 12. Comparison of Laser and Video Frequency Response with Opaque Surface
As seen in the figure above there is a much better match. The natural frequency determined
from the laser measurement is 7.03 Hz and the frequency determined from the video is 7.05
Hz. This is only a 0.28% difference! The quantitative match verifies the hypothesis and
introduces a solution that the new video method offers over the conventional laser
vibrometer. The new method eliminates the measurement error that laser vibrometers
encounter with translucent gelatinous materials.
Modal Analysis
The video-based method captures the modal information of the whole object and
using phase-based magnification to selectively magnify the video, modal shapes can be
determined. The figure below shows a still of the recorded video, no mode shapes can be
observed, in the second figure a still of the magnified mode shape can be seen at 9.72 Hz
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is seen in figure. A twisting motion can be seen which corresponds to the mode shape
when compared with the numerical investigations.

Fig 13. Second “Twisting” Mode Shape Observed at 9.72 Hz
The other modal shapes of the Jell-O cube were also determined through this method,
with motions such as a “diagonal sway” at 7.78 Hz and an “Up-Down” stretch and
compression at 17.5 Hz.
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Numerical Investigations
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was performed using ANSYS. The geometry was
based on the inch cube of the Jell-O and the materials properties were matched to the JellO sample. Comparisons of the first four modal frequencies between the experiment and
ANSYS Finite Element Analysis in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Comparison of ANSYS results with Experimental Results

The modal frequency response from the simulation matches that of the experiment
within <8% of each other. Thus, the video-based vibrometry is supported by finite element
simulations.
Mode Shapes
The mode shapes from the simulation also matched that observable from the video
magnification. The first three mode shapes from ANSYS are shown in the figures below.

Fig 14. “Diagonal Sway” Mode Shape at 7.67 Hz
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Fig 15. “Twisting” Mode Shape at 9.72 Hz

Fig 16. “Up-Down” Mode Shape at 18.7 Hz

These are the same mode shapes seen when the captured video was selectively magnified
using the phase-based motion magnification at the corresponding frequencies. The
“diagonal sway”, “circular twist”, “up-down stretch” as well as other mode shapes were
seen in both the simulation and magnified experimental video.
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Discussion
The goal of this project was to introduce a new non-contact vibrometry method that
could be used to characterize the modal properties of gelatinous materials. The new idea
introduced was the use of a high-speed video camera to capture the motion of the gelatinous
object and using phase-based video magnification determine the modal information of the
hydrogel or gelatinous object.
The video based vibrometry method was validated against a cantilever beam
because the natural frequency of it is easily measured using a laser vibrometer. The
frequency of the beam was measured with the video based vibrometry and a laser
vibrometer simultaneously. The frequency obtained from the laser matched the frequency
obtained from the video perfectly at 40.6 Hz. This validated the video-based method and
showed it can accurately measure modal frequencies of objects.
Next the method was tested on a 1-inch Jell-O cube as the gelatinous object. Initial
comparison of the modal frequencies obtained from the laser and video showed disparity.
The frequencies obtained between the two methods differed by about 9%. This was a
relatively large difference considering that the validation results from earlier show that an
exact match can be expected between the two methods. The reason for the disparity was
hypothesized to be because of the translucent property of the Jell-O causing the laser to
have inaccurate results.
The hypothesis was investigated by creating a tiny piece of paper on the Jell-O to
create an opaque point for the laser to bounce off. The frequencies obtained from the laser
was 7.03 Hz and the frequency determined from the video was 7.05 Hz. The results
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obtained from this showed a better quantitative match at only a 0.28% disparity. This also
introduced a new advantage the video based vibrometry offers over the conventional laser
method. The translucency issue encountered with the laser method is solved by the new
method which is important because lots of hydrogels especially those in medical
applications are translucent.
The experimental results were also confirmed through simulation, the frequencies
gotten from finite element analysis matched the experiment within <8% and the magnified
mode shapes from the captured video also matched the simulation mode shapes.
The results from the experiment achieves the goal of the experiment. The video-based
method is non-contact thus the issues of contact vibrometry methods are not present. The
challenges with non-contact methods are also eliminated. The video-based method is
relatively inexpensive, works with small objects, is not affected by opacity conditions, and
does not damage the structure being measured. Most importantly, the overall frequencies
are captured with the video method. As a result, the mode shapes can also be viewed which
no other method offers.
A main limitation of the method is in the capture of much higher frequencies. These
are easily overshadowed by other modal frequencies or noise and require higher framerate
and resolution when capturing the video to be detected. However, with future
improvements of the video-based method this limitation will potentially be resolved.
Moving forward, the video-based vibrometry method will be applied on more practical
applications such as in 3d bio-printed organs. This has potential in structural damage
detection of hydrogels and other gelatinous based structures.
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Conclusion
The video-based vibrometry method was introduced to advance the current state-ofthe-art of characterizing the modal properties of gelatinous structures. The method needed
to eliminate the issues associated with conventional vibrometry methods such as mass
loading and difficulties with measuring small and translucent objects. Using video captured
with a highspeed video camera and processing it with phase-based motion magnification
the modal information of the structure could be determined.
The video-based vibrometry method was validated by comparing the results of
measuring a cantilever beam with a laser vibrometer and the new method. The results
matched and the method was then used to measure a gelatinous object (1-inch Jell-O cube).
The modal properties of the gelatinous based Jell-O were successfully characterized using
the video-based method and this was confirmed with finite element analysis.
The results obtained from this research shows that the video-based vibrometry can be
used to measure gelatinous materials. The video-based approach provided advantages over
conventional techniques. It is non-contact, cost effective, eliminates translucency issues
encountered with laser vibrometers as well as provides the ability to view mode shapes.
The results from this project shown significant potential for advancing fields such as in
biomedicine and tissue engineering that utilize gelatinous-based materials.
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